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Instant Marketing for Almost Free: Effective, Low-Cost Results in Weeks, Days, or Hours (Quick Start Your Business)Sourcebeat, 2007


	Dr. Benjamin Spock, the noted pediatrician, once told parents,“You know

	more than you think you do.”Well, the same holds true for marketing;

	actually, it probably holds truer, as you know if you’ve ever had kids.And

	if you’ve had the courage, ingenuity, and creativity to start a small business,

	or to get...
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Virtual Futures for Design, Construction and ProcurementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
"For the knowledgeable reader in ICT research it is a must to confirm where technology is now and moreover to see where it is going in the future." Building Engineer

       Bill Bygrave is the Director of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at Babson College, where he also teaches Free Enterprise....
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Accounting for Non-Accountants: The Fast and Easy Way to Learn the BasicsSourcebooks, Inc., 2006

	Accounting for Non-Accountants is the perfect accounting guide for anyone who has never taken an accounting class, and has no idea what a balance sheet, income statement, or statement of cash flow is.

	

	Dr. Wayne Label covers it all, in a style that's easy to understand and apply. This guide will help you get your...
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Business Model Innovation in the Era of the Internet of Things: Studies on the Aspects of Evaluation, Decision Making and Tooling (Progress in IS)Springer, 2019

	This book outlines an integrative framework for business-model innovation in the paradigm of the Internet of Things. It elaborates several tools and methodologies for the quantitative, qualitative, analytical and effectual evaluation, and analyzes their applicability and efficiency for several phases of the business-model innovation process. As...
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QuickBooks 2005 Bible, Desktop EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005


    Welcome to QuickBooks 2005 Bible— a comprehensive source that discloses
pretty much everything you need to know about QuickBooks.
Most QuickBooks users concur it’s helpful to be told how to perform an
accounting function— but it’s invaluable when someone also reminds you
when and why to...
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Beginning Blockchain: A Beginner's Guide to Building Blockchain SolutionsApress, 2018

	
		
			Understand the nuts and bolts of Blockchain, its different flavors with simple use cases, and cryptographic fundamentals. You will also learn some design considerations that can help you build custom solutions.

		
			Beginning Blockchain is a beginner’s guide to understanding the core concepts of...
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Online Marketing Inside Out (Online Marketing: Sitepoint)SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2009
Online Marketing Inside Out is an invaluable book for anyone wanting to market products or services online - whether or not marketing is part of your job description. Small-business entrepreneurs and web-site owners will benefit from this information-packed book, as will traditional marketers with little or no experience of online...
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5 Kick-Ass Strategies Every Business Needs: To Explode Sales, Stun the Competition, Wow Customers and Achieve Exponential GrowthSourcebooks, Inc., 2006


	This is a book about strategy. More specifically, business strategy—how to grow

	your business exponentially.





	Strategy is an important part of growing any organization. It is the careful

	method by which an organization goes from here to there. Strategies are the roads.





	You run a successful...
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Red Wired: China's Internet RevolutionMarshall Cavendish Limited, 2009

	The Chinese share an imprecation (the first of three)—May you live in interesting times.1 The other two are considered even more forbidding—May you come to the attention of those in authority; and May you find what you are looking for. In contrast we, as authors, are blessed to live in interesting times; otherwise our search for...
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Success Intelligence: Essential Lessons and Practices from the World's Leading Coaching Program on Authentic SuccessHay House, 2008

	
		ARE YOU LIVING A SUCCESSFUL LIFE?

	
		Do you have a vision? Do you enjoy your work? Are your relationships thriving?

	
		Success Intelligence examines how to enjoy real, soulful success while living in a manic, busy, and hyped-up world. Robert Holden is the creator of a unique...
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The Hype About Hydrogen: Fact and Fiction in the Race to Save the ClimateIsland Press, 2005
In his 2003 State of the Union address, President Bush seized the nation's attention with his advocacy of a "hydrogen economy," with fuel cells that produce energy and water taking the place of fossil fuels in cars that produce greenhouse gases. As Romm (Cool Companies), a former Department of Energy official in the Clinton...
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Immigrant, Inc.: Why Immigrant Entrepreneurs Are Driving the New EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A provocative look at the remarkable contributions of high-skill immigrant entrepreneurs in America


	Both a revelation and a call-to-action, Immigrant, Inc. explores the uncommon skill and drive of America's new immigrants and their knack for innovation and entrepreneurship. From the techies who created icons of...
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